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PUZZLE PROJECT
Bright gem-colored patterns, abstracted cartoon characters, photo collages, intricate calligraphy, portraits, landscapes—
each piece of this collaborative installation puzzle is a unique work of art created by a unique artist. ART Santa Fe is proud
to welcome the PUZZLE PROJECT, a special art installation project started in 2006 in Osaka, Japan by artist Takashi Inaba.
Over the past nine years this project has traveled around the world, appearing in London, Paris, Toronto, New York, and
now this summer at ART Santa Fe.
The PUZZLE PROJECT consists of individually made puzzle-piece shaped canvases that are given to different artists from
all over the world. The artists in the project will have no idea what the other pieces linking to their own puzzle-piece may
be. The pieces are brought together and then assembled, creating a unique and surprising installation of individual artworks that unite as a whole. At the end of each installation photographs are taken of the creation, and then some of the
pieces are returned to the artists, while others will continue to live on in later PUZZLE PROJECT installations.
The concept behind the PUZZLE PROJECT is: “Fusion: exceeding the boundaries of nation, religion, and race with art.”
Takashi Inaba, who began his own work as an artist in 1988 and his distinctive mirror works in 1998, conceived of the
idea of the PUZZLE PROJECT as a way to explore the interconnectedness of the world. Inaba and the PUZZLE PROJECT
artists say of their work, “The world is a place where things connect and interconnect; they affect each other regardless
of direct relations. This project will present a world showing how these interconnections and relations represent the
order and disorder of existence.”
This year the PUZZLE PROJECT continues the tradition of ART Santa Fe as host to ground-breaking and expansive
installation projects, such as last year’s hosting of Ana Tzarev’s Love Poppy as part of the Love & Peace Campaign.
In fact, the PUZZLE PROJECT makes manifest in a concise visual format the experience that has characterized every
edition of ART Santa Fe, when artists, galleries, and patrons from all over the world come together to share and view
their work. In both cases while the individual artists may not know each other, the juxtaposition of their works creates
links that transcend individual expression to create an experience greater than the sum of its parts.
The PUZZLE PROJECT will be on view from July 9 - 12 as part of the ART Santa Fe fair. To learn more about the
PUZZLE PROJECT visit www.puzzle-project.org or contact ART Santa Fe.
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